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Prologue:	"Why	You	SHOULDN'T	Read	This
Book"

“History will be kind to me, for I intend to write it.”

-Winston Churchill

I’m the most unqualified person in the world to write a book on writer’s block.

Anybody who suffers from a six-year bout of writer’s block SHOULDN’T tell
anybody how to approach the craft of writing. (Let alone how to break from the
clutches of writing paralysis.)

Worse yet, during those six years, I became the worst kind of writer there is: a
writer who resents other writers for writing. 

Probably didn’t help some guy I went to high school with was the screenwriter of
the #1 movie in the country at the time. (Won’t tell you what it was, let’s just say it
rhymes with “Farm-a-geddeon.”)

So, if you’re looking for a positive, uplifting message — and guarantee you’ll
never encounter writer’s block again — then this ain’t the tome for you. (I’m the
guy who DIDN’T write a word for 2100 days straight, what guarantee can I give
you?)

But in another way I am the MOST qualified person to write this book. 

Because I’ve been there. 

I’ve been stuck in literary cement. Frozen in “Han Solo Writer’s Block Carbonite.”
Wanting with every fiber of my being to write — anything! — but lacking the
ability to type a single word.
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I’m also the recipient of some of the most scathing, negative, soul-crushing
reviews any person can get from something they wrote. 

Don’t worry! No matter how bad you THINK you’re writing is, you’ve got leagues
to go before you produce something as critically-panned and monumentally sucky
as me. (More on that horror show in the Epilogue, if you’re interested.)

So, if you want a writing expert who’ll tell you:

● “There’s NO SUCH THING as writer’s block…”
● “That’s it’s just a figment of your imagination…”
● “All you have to do is “Keep writing…”

Then this ain’t the book for you.

But…

…if you’ve tried everything to write, but haven’t been able to get yourself to
follow through…

…if your writing C.V. is filled with stops & starts, abandoned projects & half-
finished ideas…

…if ya got something to say deep, down in your creative gut, but haven’t been
able to bring it to the surface…

…then I encourage you to stick around.

Trust me: if someone as lazy, unmotivated, distracted, self-critical, and rabidly-
insecure as me can figure out how to conquer writer’s block…you can too.

My only hope is, when you do, you don’t write about asteroids hitting the earth
(while an Aerosmith song plays in the background.) 

Shall we get started? 
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Chapter	1:	How	to	Hack	Your	Brain	for
Maximum	Writing	Awesomeness

“Judge a man by his questions, rather than his answers.”

-Voltaire

Your brain is NOT your friend.

Oh, I know it FEELS like your brain is in your corner, rooting you on every writer-
ly step of the way. (“Hey Writer! You’re doing awesome. Keep it up!”)

Turns out your brain will do ALMOST anything to keep you from writing. (Save
for watching all five Transformers movies in a row. Even your brain has its limits.)

And none of the rituals, strategies and writer’s-block killin’ hacks we’ll go over in
this book will do much good if we don’t get control over the self-sabotaging part
of our cerebral cortex that turns every writing obstacle into a (seemingly) life-or-
death challenge.

And don't kid yourself — your brain took a double-major (and summer internship)
in self-sabotage. But once you learn to work within the parameters of your
doubting, totally-paranoid brain, you'll acquire the ability to not just get more
writing done, but tackle any significant life challenge that comes your way.

Sound too good to be true? Good. 

That means you’re ready for my “3 Keys to Hacking Your Brain for Maximum
Awesomeness!” If you take action on nothing else in this book please, oh please,
give these foundational writer’s-block hacks a try.

Key #1 to Hacking Your Brain for Writing Awesomeness:
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Key #1 to Hacking Your Brain for Writing Awesomeness:

Identify the Culprit

I have to be honest with you. The title of this chapter is a lie. You and I don't have
ONE brain — we've got three brains. (No wonder this “writing thing” is so damn
hard.)

Let’s go over our “cast of characters”:

Brain #1: The “lizard brain” - the oldest part of our cerebral network, which sits
at the base of our brain stem. 

The “lizard brain” regulates things like breathing, eating, running….and making
little lizards. 

This part of the brain is like that 6'6 bouncer outside the nightclub with an IQ of
25. He’s big, strong, and not too bright. 

But tell 'em there's danger and he'll take off his high-school letterman jacket —
yeah, he still has that thing — and take care of the “problem” with his good, old
fight-or-flight response.

Brain #2 is the “neocortex” - the lining that surrounds the brain, and is
responsible for everything that kicks ass in life: intelligence, creativity, innovation,
writing…Maple Bar donuts topped with bacon!

This is that "artistic entrepreneur living in a Brooklyn loft" part of your brain that
turns recycled metal into art installations. (At the same time he’s running a
million-dollar startup business.)

And this is great, right? 

We've got the bruiser to take care of any problems, and the entrepreneur artist to
handle everything that makes life worth living. 

The problem is between these two is…

Brain #3: The amygdala or mid-brain (sometimes called the limbic system.) This
part of the brain is in charge of emotional behavior and motivation. And his #1 job
is to keep you safe. To help you survive. To let you know when there is a “Danger,
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is to keep you safe. To help you survive. To let you know when there is a “Danger,

Will Robinson” situation.

The problem is: The amygdala is like that paranoid security guard at the mall who
thinks all those skater kids at the food court represent “clear and present danger.”
The amygdala is monumentally crappy at figuring out if something is REALLY
dangerous or just SEEMS dangerous. 

To the amygdala, a bear chasing you in the woods FEELS the same as a final
exam. Or asking a girl on a date. Or writing. 

And ordinarily we'd let the creative, rational, artistic neo-cortex run the show.
(He’s got the creativity and rational chops to get the job done.) But something
happened in the development of the human brain — probably while we were
running away from saber-tooth tigers — that caused our brain to say:

"Hold on! If we're gonna get chased by a bear, we don't have 'time' to let the neo-
cortex ‘decide’ what’s the best action. We need to skip the neo-cortex and get the
‘Lizard Brain Bouncer’ to get us the hell out of here.”

And it's at that point the “amygdala security guard” raised his hand and said: “I'll
do it! I always wanted to be in middle management.” And that's what he is: a
paranoid middle manager.

Because when the amygdala senses danger, he gets those keys to the fuse box out
of his pocket — he’s a security guard after all — and opens that sucker up and
SHUTS everything down. And your entire body goes into defensive fight-or-flight
without you even realizing it.

Things like logic, reason, intellect, and creativity get squeezed out, and all that’s
left is the “lizard brain” and the “security guard” standing in the way of you
getting some good, old writing done.
 
Have you ever sat down to write and as you stare at the blank screen you find that:

● Your heart races
● Your palms get sweaty
● Your breathing gets shallow
● Everything in your brain screams: “Run, Forrest, run!”

This is how your amygdala security guard keeps you from getting eaten by
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This is how your amygdala security guard keeps you from getting eaten by
Pterodactyls. (Pump you full of adrenaline and get you to move. Now!) 

But it’s been nearly 20 years since a writer was eaten by a pterodactyl, so the
anxiety and dread you feel when you “try” to write isn’t an indication that you’re a
defective writer, or a sign from the universe that you shouldn’t put pen to paper.

It’s the result of a paranoid mall security guard freaking out over 15-year-old kids
in a food court.

Key #2 to Hacking Your Brain for Maximum Writing
Awesomeness: Make Your Daily Writing Goal So Small &
Tangible the Amygdala Can’t Freak Out

This is the real secret to re-wiring your brain for writing output: create a writing
goal SO small the amygdala can’t possibly object — but still be a goal that leads to
SOME progress. (Even if so slight you don’t notice.)

TWO things that freak out the amygdala are vagueness and hugeness. So, if your
daily goal is to “research script” or “write outline” or “finish last scene…” you’ll
NEVER do it. You can write that sucker on 38 to-do lists and color-coded index
cards, and it’ll never happen.

But if instead you put down something like: “Write two sentences describing your
main character's chin” or “skim article on history of NASA” or “write one
paragraph of character’s back-story in college”…

…then you’re more likely to achieve your writing output for that day. (Best part:
you usually shoot way past that output level anyway.)

This technique is based on a concept called Kaizen (Japanese for “improvement)
which was devised by American productivity expert W. Edwards Deming and
introduced in Japan after World War II. 

What Deming and his team found was that a small (almost microscopic)
improvement on a consistent basis is not only less stressful than striving for huge,
innovative leaps —  it's also quicker and leads to a more lasting improvement.
(These are the same productivity techniques Japanese automakers, such as Toyota
and Honda, have been using for over 50 years.)
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One great resource on this subject, if you're really interested, comes from UCLA
professor Robert Maurer in his fabulous book called "One Small Step Can Change
Your Life." 

In it he shares tons of examples where small and steady progress gave people the
motivation and creativity to tackle large tasks, something they never found with
hard exertion. 

One such example is of a woman who weaned herself off using sugar in her coffee
by removing one extra granule of sugar from her cup each day. (Talk about a
small, tangible goal.)

I know what you’re thinking. Parlor tricks like these won't fool YOUR brain.
Yeah...don't be so sure. 

By creating microscopic writing goals which lead to a slow (but steady)
improvement — “write a line of dialogue” or “write a sentence and a half of
Chapter 3” — you’ll conquer that most difficult aspect of writing: starting. 

Key #3 to Hacking Your Brain for Maximum Writing
Awesomeness: Frame Your Daily Writing Goal as a Question

Your amygdala may be a control freak. And a reactionary paranoid. (Which it is.)
But it’s also, like my wife, a total game addict.

And the more you can frame your writing goal in the form of a question, the more
likely your amygdala will not only NOT STAND in the way of your creative
efforts, but might help get out and push.

Say, your writing goal for the day is to complete an emotional scene between
father and son characters in your story. Well...you could set your writing goal as
“Write powerful scene between father and son…” (That doesn't sound intimidating
at all, does it?)

Or instead you could frame it as a question: “How could I write a scene between
my father and son characters that reminds me of the day I left for college?” 

Or: “What would be the best way for me to start the scene between my father and
son characters?”

http://amzn.to/29qsIaS
http://amzn.to/29qsIaS
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Notice how putting it in a question accesses a different part of our brain. Instead of
having a fight-or-flight, “Oh my God, what am I going to write?” response, you’ll
have a “Hmmm, what would be the best way to open this scene? With a car chase?
Or a song? Or a car chase song?”

You’ll want to avoid “why” questions, though. “Why” questions lead to such
chestnuts as: “Why do I suck? Why does this scene suck? Why am I the suckiest
writer on the planet?”

And this “question gambit” doesn’t have to just be for daily writing goals. You
could use it for big-picture writer planning as well. 

Such as "What genre novel do I most want to write now?" or “What would a cool,
modern way for me to write a screenplay that employs my love of insects?” or
"How could I create a how-to guide to kitchen cabinet installation that’s fun to
read."

You may not come up with an earth-shattering creative answer every time, but if
like the show “Jeopardy” you frame everything in the form of a question, you'll see
your power over writer’s block — and the crazy brains inside your head — grow.

Chapter 1 Action Steps:

● Action Step #1: Next time you sit down to write, and find yourself blocked,
take 30 seconds to write down the physical sensations you're experiencing.
Do you have a knot in your stomach? An urge to go to the bathroom? Is
your heart racing? Your head throbbing? Do this three or four times and that
default fight-or-flight response will slowly lose its grip on you.

● Action Step #2: Come up with a super-small writing goal each time you
write, from this point forward. And I mean SMALL. (Like a sentence or a
paragraph.) Something you could churn out in 30 seconds. Worse case, you
get 30 seconds of writing done. (Might be 30 seconds more than you did
yesterday.) More likely, you'll get the ball rolling and not want to stop. 

● Action Step #3: Once you’ve done a couple writing sessions with super-
small writing goals, go a step further by framing the writing goal in the form
of a question. Such as "How could I write this in a funny, cool way that
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●

of a question. Such as "How could I write this in a funny, cool way that

incorporates my experience in high school?" Avoid "why" questions. They'll
take you down the path to self-sabotage.

● Action Step #4: Apply this same “super-small goals in the form of a
question” technique to other life challenges you encounter. You won’t
believe how stupefyingly simple this strategy is. (Until you do it, and then
you’ll write me an email apologizing for doubting me.)
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Chapter	2:	How	to	Tell	Your	Inner	Critic	to
F*&$	Off

“I’ve been all over the world and I’ve never seen a statue of a critic.” 

–Leonard Bernstein

Before we jump into the fray of telling your inner critic to royally f&$# off — one
of my favorite topics in the world — would you mind if I shared a brief story
about one of the members of MY “Inner Critic Hall of Fame?”

Her name was Mrs. Whitelaw, she was my ninth-grade teacher. And…I was in love
with her.

She was beautiful and smart. She read books like “Last Exit to Brooklyn” and
“Dharma Bums.” And she’d BEEN to New York City. (How much cooler can you
get?)

One day after school I handed her a short story I’d been working on, about a man
trapped in an elevator with a homeless guy — who happens to be his estranged
father! (I know, shocking I didn’t win the Pulitzer.)

And for days I waited for her to pull me aside and say: “Michael, you have a once-
in-a-generation talent. You should quit school, move to New York, get an
apartment in the Village, and begin a long career as a pillar of the Manhattan
literati.”

But Mrs. Whitelaw must have been confused. Because when she handed me back
the story, three days later, I noticed she had “graded it.” The piece was covered in
“red” and at the very top it said:

“C-. Vague. Cliché. Insincere.”
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And like that, those words: “Vague, cliché, insincere” were seared into my brain
for the better part of a decade. (Never mind what kind of stoner teacher gives a
barely passing grade for a story that wasn’t actually ASSIGNED?)

The problem was I was expecting Mrs. Whitelaw to validate my talent, because…
you know…she’d attended a Brooklyn poetry slam. Once. 

And when she didn’t see talent in my writing, when she didn’t “validate” me, I
was crushed.

And for years every time I’d sit down to write, there’d be a voice in the back of my
head screaming: “Vague. Cliché. Insincere.” (And I’d try so damn hard to write
something “original” and “sincere,” I’d often not write anything at all.)

Now, I’m no psychic, but I have a sneaking suspicion all of us have a Mrs.
Whitelaw (or three) rambling around in our head telling us we’re no good, that we
suck. 

That we're vague, cliché, and insincere.

And despite our best efforts to “hack our brain,” at some point we have to come
face-to-face with that prattling inner critic taking up residence in our brain. 

And while I don’t think it’s possible to remove inner critics entirely, I do think we
can turn the volume knob WAY down.

So here are my “3 Steps to Silencing Your Inner Critic (and Help Them Pack for a
Much-Needed Vacation)”:

Inner-Critic Silencing Step #1: Find Out What the Voice is
Saying

Next time those familiar feelings of writer-ly self-loathing creep up, or that hyper-
critical voice raises its hand to be heard, pay attention to what the critic voice
inside your head is saying…

…and write it down.

One way to do this is to take out a piece of paper, or open a word document, and
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One way to do this is to take out a piece of paper, or open a word document, and

put at the very top "The reason I'm the worst writer ever is..." and write down
every single reason you royally suck and should be sent to a labor camp for your
literary crimes.

Have fun with this. Or at least as much fun as you can tearing down every pillar of
your self-esteem. 

Get specific. Not just “I’m a bad writer” but “that line of dialogue I wrote
yesterday was awful” or “my prose is as wooden as the paneling of my family’s
mini-van.”

Many of us walk around with auto-repeat playlists in our head making us “feel”
we’re sucky writers, but often don’t have a clear sense of WHAT tunes the
playlists are spinning.

Take a few minutes to write down your inner critic’s content (not just form) and
you’ll be ready for…

Inner-Critic Silencing Step #2: Find Out Who the Voice
Belongs To

Those words in your head may sound like the “voice of God” but chances are the
source is far more mortal.

Look over your page or two of literary flagellation, and close your eyes. And
visualize all the people (real or imagined) who you believe are speaking those
words. (Chances are some comments will seem all too familiar.)

For me it's a recurring cast of critical characters: 

● Mom - who thought everything I wrote was depressing

● Mrs. Whitelaw - we talked about her

● The Scotsman theater critic (who shall remain nameless) - This is the
guy who wrote a brutal, scathing review of my play at the Edinburgh Fringe
Festival (If you want the gory details, stay tuned until the Epilogue)

● My Goth ex-girlfriend, Jayne - who left me for a guy who wrote post-
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● My Goth ex-girlfriend, Jayne - who left me for a guy who wrote post-
modern fiction and drove a motorcycle (Guess my 1986 Honda Civic was
sufficiently punk rock enough)

It wasn't until I did this exercise I realized a big source of my writing self-sabotage
wasn’t just that I was trying to please these literary ghosts in my head, but that
these four mega-critic apparitions all had different tastes and expectations.

The “Mrs. Whitelaw Ghost” wanted me to write rhythmic, spontaneous prose like
Jack Kerouac. 

The “Scotsman Theater Critic Ghost” yearned for witty, urbane dialogue like the
British playwright, Tom Stoppard. 

The “Mom Ghost” wanted me to write cute romantic comedies that didn't make
people want to kill themselves. 

And the “Jayne the Goth Ghost” wanted post-modern, non-linear stories in which
nothing happened. 

Now the ghost critics in your head may be different. (Hope so. If MY mother is
preventing you from writing, then I don't know what to tell you.) 

Maybe the voice inside your head is an imaginary perfect reader. Or maybe it's that
editor from the Paris Review who didn't respond to your query. 

Or maybe it's that girl who sat next to you in high school Government class and
didn’t want to go to Winter Formal with you. 

Whatever. 

Just do your best to "cast" your inner critic hall-of-shame. Because once you do
that you'll have that most empowering ability to...

Inner Critic Silencing Step #3: Bring the Voice Down to Size

This step is gonna seem strange, but I swear it works. It got me (finally) writing
after a six-year bout of writer's block. (More on that in the Epilogue if you want
the gory details.)  
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Because whether you know it or not you've turned the critics in your head into a
big, bad, all-powerful Wizard of Oz. (When really, they're just a snake-oil
salesman standing behind a curtain blowing green smoke.) 

And while you may KNOW this intellectually, it still doesn’t take away the sting
of hyper-critical words floating around your head space.

To deal with that we need to change the neuro-association you have to the critic
voices inside your head, so when they do crop up, their power over you is greatly
diminished. 

Now, this ain't no science lecture — sorry, this English major is inadequate for that
task — so I'm not gonna go too far into the weeds. (If you want a real deep-dive
into the subject, check out “Heart of the Mind” by Connirae Andreas & Steve
Andreas.)

But, basically, neuro-associations are your brain's way of de-fragmenting your
cerebral hard drive. Your brain, hoping to reduce the amount of processing power
needed, groups what it believes are related pieces of information together in the
same area of the brain. (Especially where emotion is involved.) 

This is why your parents will sometimes, when frazzled, call you by your sibling’s
name. Not because they don't love you. (Unless you’re really an awful person.) 

But because their brain has stored "names of the children” in the same file folder
in their brain. (So as to free up hard drive space for important things, like the
starting lineup of the 1969 Baltimore Orioles.) 

This is how we can hear a song and be instantly transported back to a specific time
in our life. For me, the “Nutcracker Suite” by Tchaikovsky reminds me of that day
in 1981 when my Dad had a stroke and almost died. My mom, wanting to keep me
away from the hospital, sent me to a “Nutcracker Christmas Concert.”

But not being able to listen to a cliché and sentimental symphony is not the end of
the world. The problem comes when we associate something we want to do (such
as writing) and a painful experience (such as the feeling of being criticized.) 

And our brain trying to help us clear space in our brain, will “link up” the act of
writing and the painful sensation of “rejection.” 

http://amzn.to/29rIlu5
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Unfortunately the longer the neuro-association lasts, the stronger it gets. This is
how you can experience writer’s block years after a single, painful comment or
negative writing experience occurred. 

Worry not! Because I'm about to show you how to break this tiresome neuro-
association for good. But you have to trust me. (Don't worry, I'm not gonna ask for
your social security number.)

Here's what you do:

1. Choose one of the ghost critics in your head.
2. Close your eyes. (Come on, you can do it.) This won't hurt. Much. 
3. Imagine sitting at your writing desk, working on a project, and your inner

critic sitting next to you. 
4. As your critic starts spewing out their critical comments — “What makes

you think you deserve to be a writer” — visualize that their body is
shrinking to the size of a mouse. And when they talk it sounds like a
“Chipmunks Christmas Album.”

5. Do this three times. Imagine yourself writing, then have the critic voice
shrink to the floor. Writing, then the floor. Writing, then the floor.

I know what you’re thinking; probably expecting me to sell you tickets to a Tony
Robbins seminar. (Wouldn’t be the worst thing for ya.)

But trust me, this strategy works on a powerful, subconscious level. (Where a lot
of creative ninja stuff happens.) You’re re-coding what these thoughts (or
representations) mean to you. (And basically taking the “sting” out of these painful
experiences.)

Now, there are other ways to disrupt the inner critic than just shrink ‘em and give
‘em a high-pitched voice. You could:

● Make the voice low, and slow. (“You. Are. The. Worst. Writer. Ever.”)

● Make the voice flirtatious and sexy. (“I’ll bet you can’t write this scene, can
you, darling?”)

● Make the inner critic appear blurry. 

● Or far away. 
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● Or in black and white.

No ONE solution will work for everybody. See what works for you. If you do this
three or four times before you start writing, you’ll NEVER have to worry about the
inner critic again. 

Even if she leaves you for a guy who drives a Harley Davidson.

Chapter 2 Action Steps:

● Action Step #1: Take out a piece of paper and write at the top "The Reason
I'm the Worst Writer Ever"… and go to town. Write down every reason you
can think of that you royally suck and should be served with a court-order to
never write again. 

● Action Step #2: Look over your beautiful collection of self-loathing and
identify the 1-3 principal cast members responsible for your creative self-
hatred. (Real or imagined.) And don't leave anybody out. (Even nice, well-
meaning people can be horrendous to the artistic spirit.)

● Action Step #3: This is the fun part. Take one of the critics in your head,
close your eyes and imagine you’re writing and the critic shows up bashing
your talent. Just when they do that, warp and twist the sight and sound of
your inner critic. You could shrink them down to size. Or make them sound
like a chipmunk. Or make their voice static-y and distorted. Try out a few
different modalities. Do this three times for each of the critics and you might
just feel better about your writing than you have in years.
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Chapter	3:	How	to	Build	a	Distraction-Free
Writer's	Cave

“If you’re never alone, you cannot know yourself” 

–Paolo Coehlo

This chapter is gonna be fun. 

Because a) the action steps outlined here don't require you to write a single word
(nothing us writers love more than to do "writer" things that don't require writing.) 

And b) this chapter will (finally) give you permission to create that sacred,
personalized, and quiet writer's cave you've always dreamed of — even if like a
pre-“Carrie” Stephen King, that writer's cave is located somewhere between the
washing machine and the dryer.

Now you may shrug off this writer's cave talk as new-age, chakra-crystal, mumbo-
jumbo bull crap. (And a couple years ago I may have joined you.)

But writing isn’t like filling out a tax return or putting up wallpaper. (Even if it can
be just as hard.) 

It’s a spooky, mystical activity in which we write words that communicate with
strangers months, if not years, down the line. And to accomplish that bit of literary
wizardry we’re gonna have to shut out the ordinary day-to-day minutiae of life and
find our own pipeline of writer-ly magic.

And, in my experience, it’s tough for that rooftop antennae to pick up writer-ly
magic without a writer’s cave that’s “separate” from the ordinary world.

The cool part is, the more you build that writer cave of yours — whether physical
or metaphorical — the easier it becomes to cut through all that nagging self-doubt
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or metaphorical — the easier it becomes to cut through all that nagging self-doubt

and tentativeness and get writing. 

So, here are “4 Keys to Creating a Distraction-Free Writer's Cave (Without Taking
Out a Small Loan)”:

Distraction-Free Cave Key #1: Pick a Spot for Writing (and
Nothing Else)

Don’t worry, I'm not gonna ask you to sell your Silver-Age comic collection —
Thank God — or build a 1000-square foot home office. (Though if you want to,
knock yourself out.)

But I will ask you to think long-and-hard about creating a specific place in which
the only thing you do there is…write. 

Could be as simple as that cozy chair in the living room, or the second cubicle
from the left at your city library…or as elaborate as an isolated lake cabin in the
Alps.

Ideally you want a writing space that is: 

1. Moderately quiet (doesn’t have to be a monastery but you want something
with minimal noise)

2. Relatively isolated (having a door and/or distance from humanity is a plus)

3. A space you don't use for other activities

This is why your couch or bed or dining room table make poor writer caves. You
want to give your nervous system cues that when you enter your cave, it's time to
write. (Not check Pinterest or update Facebook.)

You might even want to go as far as to create different writer caves for different
kinds of writing. For me, I like to write my non-fiction books in the corner of my
local Starbucks. (Something about the background hum of strangers and hipster
electronica music works for that material.)

But for my vampire novels, it's the upstairs second-bedroom couch — next to the
over-sized art books and Chagall prints — that serve as home base. When it’s time
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over-sized art books and Chagall prints — that serve as home base. When it’s time
for my blog posts and video outlines, it's the big desk in my office. (Usually with a
Jack Russell Terrier at my feet.)

And when I'm writing a screenplay — the writer cave I like best is the beat-up
leather chair at my quaint, local library that hasn't been remodeled since 1953.

You don’t have to be as anal and OCD as I am. (Wouldn't even wish that on the
author of “Fifty Shades of Grey.”) But you'll be shocked how much more
motivated (and ready to create) you'll be if you stake out your writer’s real estate
before you start composing.

Distraction-Free Cave Key #2: Build a Wall of Sound

A writer's cave isn't just about the physical, it's also about the emotional. And
there's no faster way to amp up the emotional state of your writing — and shut out
the rest of the world — than some good, old tunes.

Now, chances are, you're already using music as a writing tool — as long as you're
not listening to Meatloaf, you’ve my support in whatever musical style you
choose. 

But here are a couple off-the-grid ways to use music for getting into a creative
state of writer mind:

1. Create a Playlist for Each of Your Characters - This one I actually got
from a pro screenwriter friend of mine who spends hours working on
playlists for each of his major characters...before he writes a line of
dialogue. This method gets really interesting when he creates what he calls
"conflict playlists," in which dueling characters have their own iTunes
version of “Battle of the Bands.” (Can you think of a more fun way to do
character research? I can’t.)

2. Soundtracks to Films in the Genre You're Writing - Trying to finish that
epic fantasy of yours? Why not add the “Game of Thrones” and “Lord of the
Rings” Pandora channels to your rotation? Writing a Cyberpunk sci-fi TV
pilot? Well, throw in some Tron and Matrix to your Spotify mix and get
yourself in the mood. As somebody who's worked in the film business, I can
tell you, movie studios spend hundreds of thousands of dollars creating
music that conveys powerful genre-specific emotions. (So, why not
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2.

music that conveys powerful genre-specific emotions. (So, why not

blatantly rip off...I mean…borrow this source material for your own
nefarious means.)

3. Listen to Urgent (Upbeat) Music When Writing Promotional Copy -
And by promotional copy I mean: screenplay query letters, book
descriptions, novel proposals, sales copy...anything you write with the
intention of persuading people to buy or consider your material. I know a lot
of writers use music when writing their creative opus, but then ditch the
tunes when it comes to churning out their "dry" business-y promo stuff.
That's the wrong approach! Your promotional copy, in whatever form,
should be urgent, emotional, and passionate. So crank up the music to 11,
and let your promo copy sing.

4. Create a Period-Piece Playlist - If you're writing a period piece, say a
novel set in the summer of 1958, then a playlist full of "Purple People Eater"
and a healthy dose of Everly Brothers will definitely get you in the mood.
But you don’t have to just use it for “period pieces” — you could also use
music that reminds you of a specific time in YOUR life. When I'm writing
college-age characters, I'll throw on some Smashing Pumpkins and Toad,
the Wet Sprocket — and suddenly I'm that self-absorbed, flannel-wearing,
morose kid in his 20s writing bad poetry for girls with blue hair. No matter
what yer writing, find something that resonates with a memory of yours and
see if it won’t improve the flavor of your prose. 

Distraction-Free Cave Key #3: Turn Off the World 

When you consider all the distractions we have as 21st-century writers, from
Internet browsers to smartphone notifications to that thumping surround-sound
HDTV the family is watching in the next room, it's a wonder we get any writing
done at all. (Let’s see how Dostoevsky would have done with an iPhone 6 nearby.)

But there are concrete steps you can take to significantly reduce, if not eliminate,
the amount of distractions that crop up in your cave when you write:

1. Turn Off All That Smartphone Notification Crap - I know you think it's
imperative you be kept abreast of every comment on your Facebook posts or
the number of innings your San Diego Padres have been shut out by the
Dodgers...but your smartphone (or tablet) is just a big needy, co-dependent,
distraction-creatin' machine. So turn off the alerts, rings, buzzes and pop-ups
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1.

distraction-creatin' machine. So turn off the alerts, rings, buzzes and pop-ups

(at least while you write) and you'll be shocked how much more fruitful and
effortless your prose becomes. 

2. Keep Your Writing App Open (and Nothing Else) - If you write on a
computer or tablet, you’re probably used to having your computer filled
with countless open browser tabs and numerous open Microsoft word
documents. But those "open loops" are writing distractions waiting to
happen. (Especially email.) When it's time to write, close down all your
other apps, programs and documents and have only YOUR current writing
visible. (Don't worry, all that pointless crap you absolutely need will be
there when you’re done.)

3. Schedule Airport Days - This won’t always be possible — as loved ones
have this needy desire to not be totally ignored. But, if you can, schedule
some off-the-grid time in which all electronic (and human) contact is
virtually impossible. I try to schedule one of these a month — usually in a
cafe miles away from home — and it’s some of my most productive and
enjoyable writing time.

Distraction-Free Cave Key #4: Exhale

So, this last key to building your distraction-free writer's cave is a bit on the kooky,
Farmer's Market, performance-artist side of the street...so bear with me. But it
absolutely works. (And there's good science behind it.) 

And it's about exhaling longer than you inhale. (Told ya it was gonna sound “out
there.”)

But here's why it's important. In your body you have two types of nervous system
responses: the sympathetic nervous system and the parasympathetic nervous
system. And though we need 'em both, they do different jobs.

The sympathetic response (which is stimulated when we inhale) prepares the body
for intense physical activity. Raises the heart rate. Controls our fight-or-flight
response. (The part of our body that gets us ready for battle stations and take us to
Def Con 5.)

The parasympathetic response (which is stimulated when we exhale) does the
opposite. It relaxes the body. Conserves energy. Maintains healthy balance in the
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opposite. It relaxes the body. Conserves energy. Maintains healthy balance in the

organism. 

And all of this would be great if we lived in balance. But us modern-day humans
don’t roll like that.

Instead, we walk around chronically-stressed — maxed-out on our sympathetic
nervous system — waiting for danger around every corner. (A danger which
usually never comes.)

And if you remember in Chapter One we talked about how the “fight-or-flight”
response in the brain puts a muzzle around the creative parts of your brain. 

Meaning the more stressed you are, the worse your writing becomes — and the
worse your writing is, the more stressed out you are...and so on.

And while I'm not a therapist, I CAN give you a super-simple 60-second trick
that’ll light up your parasympathetic response and have you feeling relaxed,
balanced and creative before each writing session.
 
You ready? Okay, here's what you do. 

It's very complicated, so be sure to write this down. 

Here’s what you do:

● Breathe in for four seconds
● Hold for two seconds
● Breathe out for 6 seconds 

Told ya. Exceptionally complex. 

And yet if you were to do that three times before you sat down to write (breathe in
for four, hold for two, breathe out for six) you would be floored by how much
more calm and centered you feel. 

Couple that with a sacred writer space free of worldly distractions — and some
kick-ass music to create a wall of sound — and you might just gain access to a
whole new level of creativity and writing output you never dreamed possible. 

The only thing left to figure out is: what the hell am I going to write about? Which
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The only thing left to figure out is: what the hell am I going to write about? Which
we’ll cover in the next chapter.

Chapter 3 Key Action Steps:

● Action Step #1: Find a physical location for your writer cave. Try to make
it a place that is (relatively) quiet, somewhat secluded, and is a place where
you ONLY write. If you’re OCD, like I am, feel free to create a different
writer cave space for different types of writing.

● Action Step #2: Explore using music to create a “wall of sound” that gets
you in a writer-ly mood — and keeps the world at bay. If you’re writing a
novel or a screenplay, create playlists for each of your major characters and
listen to soundtracks of films in the genre you’re writing. Listen to music
that reminds you of a specific age or memory to add “juice” to your writing
— no matter the genre. And if you’re writing promotional copy, listen to
some upbeat, urgent music while you churn out the words. (It’ll help you
make money.)

● Action Step #3: For the next week try writing without all those smartphone
notifications, distracting apps and unrelated documents cluttering up your
writing time. And — if possible — avoid the influence of technology and
humanity, through the use of “airport days.”

● Action Step #4: Even though it’s kooky — and probably offends your
logical sensibilities — try stimulating your parasympathetic response before
writing. (By inhaling for four seconds, holding for two seconds, and
exhaling for six seconds.) Don’t worry if you feel silly — give it a try. (Feel
free to send me a “Thank You” note — or a bottle of Pinot — when this
simple strategy changes your life. :)
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Chapter	4:	How	to	Throat-Clear	Your	Way	to
Writing	Mastery

“Start writing, no matter what. The water does not flow until the faucet is turned
on.” 

-Louis L’Amour

All the feel-good, positive-thinking, NLP mind-hack strategies in the world won't
do much good if you're not sure how to turn the thoughts, ideas, images, and
obsessions in your head into concrete words on the page. 

And that's the real trick to writing: turning stuff in your head into words humans
can read.  

And while it’d be great if we could sit in our writer salon, waiting for the muses to
grace us with inspiration, the painful truth is that writing is a physical discipline,
like playing soccer or dancing the tango. (Or playing soccer WHILE we dance the
tango.)

Luckily, I just so happen to have the perfect “writer-muscle exercise machine” for
sharpening your skills and giving you insight into the kinds of writing projects you
might want to pursue. (And you don’t have to watch a single infomercial to get
access to it.)

It’s called the “throat clearing” exercise, though it goes by other names, such as
journaling, free-writing, morning pages, writing practice, or "reflections" (God,
how I hate that last one).

But I like "throat clearing" because it implies the work doesn't have to be anything
but phlegmy awfulness — a bonus when trying to keep your inner critic from
staging a cerebral coup. 
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Whatever you call it, what's key is you commit to some form of daily (short)
writing practice that filters out all the coffee grounds and leaves you with a
delicious cup of writing java. 

But “daily?” As in “every day?” 

Yes, every day. 

Don't worry. These are short, mini writing bursts (even as short as 60 seconds) in
which you get all those self-pitying rants out of your system, at the same time you
build endurance for that big writing project you've got your eye on. 

So, if I haven't completely scared you off just yet, here are my “4 Keys to Throat
Clearing Your Way to Kick-Ass Daily Writing”:

Throat-Clearing Key #1: Choose Your Writing Weapon

Before we jump into throat-clearing awesomeness, you'll need to make a most
important decision — how will I physically capture these throat-clearing sessions?

With:

● A “Spider Man II” Notebook?
● A leather-embossed limited edition moleskine journal? 
● A laptop or tablet? 
● A voice-recording app on your smartphone? 

What you use is entirely up to you. (Don't let the writing gurus sway you with their
"You have to write it with pen and paper or it's not authentic" bull crap.) 

I would suggest, though, you:

1. Keep it portable. Writing on that huge roll of butcher paper may have
worked for Jack Kerouac while high on Benzedrine, but it won't work at
your local coffee shop.

2. Use a similar capturing method to the one you’ll use for your big
writing projects. If you're gonna write your novel on a laptop, do the same
with your throat-clearing.
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3. Have your “throat clearing” live in a separate area from the rest of your
writing. If yer gonna use a notebook, then this notebook should only be
used for “throat clearing.” If you're gonna use your tablet or computer, keep
it in a folder with one function — collecting your throat-clearing exercises.

Throat Clearing Key #2: Set Ground Rules

There aren't a ton of rules when it comes to throat-clearing. But there are a few
must-haves I recommend you add to your writer manifesto. (For a Free PDF copy
of these “rules” head over to SelfPubNation.com/TCRules.)

1. Write with a timer. Without a timer your brain will be tempted to
constantly check the clock. (You know, so you don’t get so caught up in
writing and forget to do important things, like get to level 32 of Candy
Crush.) 

2. Don't stop writing, 'til time is up. This'll be hard. You’ll be tempted to stop
writing mid-stream and come up with something “better” to say. Problem is,
when you “think” about what you’re gonna say, it’s hardly ever as good as
your initial impulse.  

3. Write your “throat clearings” any damn way you want. Don't feel
constrained to make your throat clearings follow any specific format. You
can write ‘em in prose or screenplay form or theatrical monologues or
hipster poetry. The world, and your throat-clearing exercises, are your
oyster.

4. Give yourself permission to suck. In fact, your aim should be to write the
most sucky stuff you can. No middle-of-the-road mediocrity for you. I want
you to go after this full-bore toward complete ineptitude. 

5. Start Small (and Work Your Way Up). Don't schedule 25-minute sessions
to start. Begin with 60 seconds. Or 30 seconds. Or 12.5 seconds. Whatever
your amygdala can handle. Then gradually move up to 5-15 minutes of
throat clearing per day.

Throat-Clearing Key #3: Start Each Session With a
Question

http://selfpubnation.com/tcrules
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So what do you write about in these throat-clearing exercises? Well, whatever the
heck you want. (But if that worked, you probably wouldn't be reading this book.) 

I know many writing how-to books suggest you start with a writing prompt, such
as "Write a character description of your ideal detective” or "Describe your
favorite birthday present." 

And if these work for you, knock yourself out. 

The trouble is these writing prompts make a simple, writing warm-up feel like a
homework assignment. (And cause your inner critic to go "Geez, if you can't
figure out how to make this writing prompt sound good, how bad a writer are
you?")  

What I suggest instead is to take whatever writing prompt, topic, memory,
sensation, line of dialogue or opening line to a book you want to use as a jumping-
off point…

…and re-frame it in the form of a super-small, specific question. (If you remember
in Chapter One we talked about how small questions are a way to circumvent the
paranoid mall security guard in your brain and help turn writing into a game.) 

And that's what we want to do. Make this a game. 

Instead of "Write a description of your ideal detective..." you could do "What
radio station would my ideal detective listen to?" 

Instead of "Describe your 16th birthday..." you could do "What did my 16th
birthday-cake taste like?”

Instead of "Come up with a modern version of a classic novel..." you could do
"How could Jane Eyre be made as a futuristic dystopian space opera?" 

I know this sounds gimmicky. And you're right. It is! 

We're trying to get past the left-brained, rational, public relations representative
inside your head — that wants everybody to think you're smart and successful and
you write perfectly all the time. (Spoiler alert: You don't!)
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Instead, we want the crazy, wild-eyed, right-brained, mountain man (or woman)
who lives out in the desert and makes art installations out of recycled F16s and
doesn't have a place in polite society...

…but has the best frickin’ stories. 

And small, game-like questions are the cheese that brings the crazy, wild-eyed
mountain folk out of the shadows and into your writing.

Throat-Clearing Key #4: Create a Weekly Throat-Clearing
Agenda (Optional)

So, this is where these throat-clearing exercises get super ninja. But I marked this
key down as optional, because if you implement the first three keys:

● Choose a writing weapon
● Set ground rules
● Dedicate 5-10 minutes a day throat-clearing on super-small questions

…your writing will improve. (Without you realizing.) 

But if you wanna cut your writer learning curve down by months, if not years —
or you're in the midst of a mongo writing project and under deadline to get specific
results FAST! — then let me offer a shortcut to the front of the line.

And that is to organize your daily throat-clearing sessions around specific topics or
themes that can help you reach your writing goals. For instance, let's say I'm in the
middle of writing a novel, I might do something like:

● Monday: Main Character Monologue (Writing prompt from main
character's POV) 

● Tuesday: Bad Guy Monologue (Writing prompt from villain's POV)

● Wednesday: Story Location (What's the name of the sheriff in my story?
What's the second-tallest building in the town?) 

● Thursday: Character Clothing (What's my villain's attitude towards hats?
What kind of dress does my main character secretly want to wear but is
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●
What kind of dress does my main character secretly want to wear but is
afraid what people will think?)

Get as wild and creative as you want with these. Maybe your Thursday session is
devoted to:

● Songs on your main character's playlist
● Your villain’s least favorite food
● All that cool research you did on 12th-century Medieval manuscripts 

The actual topic doesn’t matter so much as your ability to keep the topic small, and
in the form of a question. Do that and your writer mind will reward you. 

But this doesn’t just work for novelists and screenwriters. Whenever I'm in the
midst of a non-fiction book, I like to use “throat-clearing” exercises to riff on
things like:

● Results - "What’s one result I want somebody to get from reading my
chapter on book marketing?"

● Insider Tips and Strategies - “What’s one insider tip I could share with my
readers?”

● Common mistakes - "What’s one mistake I can help other parents of kids
with ADD avoid?”

● Anecdotes/Funny Stories - "What cool anecdote could I tell to make my
point about replacing an engine in a Mazda 626 interesting?"

But what do you if you're not currently working on a big-bad writing project?
Well, then you focus your silos of throat clearing on specific areas of writing craft.
(Especially those you're not good at. Yet.)  

Here’s a couple I’ve used many times:

● Character POV ("How would that crazy woman at Starbucks write a letter to
the editor?")

● Location description ("How would I describe a zoo to an alien?")

● Action Scenes (”How would I write a car chase with mobility scooters?)
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● Memory ("What do I wish I could not remember?")

● Newspaper/Magazine Ideas ("How would I describe this New York Times
article in ‘movie trailer’ fashion?”)

● Weird Genre Mash-Up ("What would a movie mash-up of “Citizen Kane”
and “Bram Stoker’s Dracula” be about?")

The throat-clearing possibilities are endless! I've even had students create separate
notebooks for each different area of writing craft they hope to improve on. (And
though I respect this OCD flourish, precision on that level isn't necessary.)

All that's required is a willingness to write each day, in a non-judgmental throat-
clearing way, and you'll be shocked at how much more honest and impactful your
writing becomes. (Whether you're writing about dystopian space operas or the
carburetor on a Mazda 626.)

Chapter 4 Action Steps:

● Action Step #1: Choose a throat-clearing weapon of choice. Pen and
paper, computer, cave painting, etc. Just make sure it’s portable, in the same
medium as your usual writing modus operandi, and separate it from the rest
of your day-to-day scribbling.

● Action Step #2: Set ground rules for your throat-clearing exercises.
Namely, write with a timer, build up your throat-clearing endurance, riff on
them in any form you like, and always give yourself permission to suck.

● Action Step #3: Phrase your throat-clearing topic in the form of a
super-small, fun question. Start off by taking existing writing prompts and
spinning them into questions. (And then come up with your own.)

● Action Step #4: Choose 5-7 different areas of focus you want to cover in
your throat-clearing sessions. If you’re working on an existing writing
project, break up your daily sessions by topics such as character POVs,
setting, or the villain’s lair. If you just want to improve your overall writing
craft, go for more general throat-clearings, such as memories, description,
dialogue…even ideas garnered from the newspaper. 
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Chapter	5:	How	to	Become	a	Writing	Addict
(Without	Hardly	Trying)

“This diary is my kief, hashish, and opium pipe. This is my drug and my vice.” 

- Anaïs Nin

I hate to be the one to break it you. But you and I are robots. 

Sure, we may look human, may even (sometimes) act human. But according to
researchers at Duke University, nearly 70 percent of EVERYTHING we do is
controlled by sub-conscious habits, NOT conscious decision-making.

That pizza you order, that car you drive, that crappy Adam Sandler movie you
watch — is there any other kind? —  may feel like something you “chose.”

But it’s not. Our brains took that decision-making power away from us many ages
ago. (Mostly because our brain wants us to conserve our energy for making spears
and running way from wooly mammoths.)

But it’s not all bad news. Because by reverse-engineering the latest research about
addiction and forming habits — two areas that have exploded in academic study
the last decade — we can become an automated writing machine. (Without
breaking a sweat.)

Think it’s impossible to become “addicted” to writing? Good, I like ‘em skeptical.
That means you’re ready for my “Five Steps to an Automated Writing
Addiction…”

Writing Addiction Step #1: Create a Writing Reward

Wanting to write isn’t enough to create a lasting writing habit.
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To do that we need to understand how habits work, and what must occur to create
that habit. And to do that, unfortunately, we’re gonna have to delve into a bit of
science. (Don’t worry, this won’t be on the final.)

The reason habits are so hard to form (and ultimately break) is that a habit is NOT
one thing, it actually consists of three parts. (If you want a virtual Master’s Degree
in Habit Studies, pick up the immensely readable book “The Power of Habit: Why
We Do What We Do in Life and Business.”)

But until then, just know that a habit consists of:

1. A cue
2. A routine
3. A reward

The cue is the signal that gives the brain a craving for the habit: “Okay, Mr. Brain,
you’re depressed. And you know what we do when we’re depressed, right? It’s
cheesecake time!”

The routine is the mental, physical or emotional action that constitutes the habit.
This is the “eating an entire carton of ice cream or smoking a cigarette.”

And the reward is the piece that tells the brain whether this habit loop was worth
bookmarking. This can be nicotine hitting the brain, or the temporary feeling of
awesomeness when you devour an entire plate of nachos as you binge-watch a
season of “Buffy the Vampire Slayer.” (Or maybe that’s just me.)

The more you use this three-tiered habit loop, the more ingrained it becomes in the
brain. (Just ask any long-term smoker and they’ll probably tell you they’ve tried to
quit many times, without success.)

But here’s the cool part, by controlling the “cue” or “trigger” of the habit — and
the “reward” that follows — we can hard-wire a habit in our brain for almost
anything. 

This is how Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) operates. Most alcoholics, my Dad
included, will tell you they don’t drink to get inebriated. (Jostling their brain like
an “Etch-a-Sketch” ain’t the “reward.”) It’s the feeling of confidence or

http://amzn.to/29BNByz
http://amzn.to/29BNByz
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an “Etch-a-Sketch” ain’t the “reward.”) It’s the feeling of confidence or

connectedness with other people — or escape from everyday problems— that
comes AFTER the drinking they’re going for.

So, AA doesn’t try to “get rid” of the drinking habit. It simply replaces the middle
part, the “routine,” with meetings. (That usually happen at night; just about the
time many alcoholics get off work and would sit in a bar looking for
connectedness and escape. Hint, hint.)

So the cue, (the stress, the depression, the anxiety) is the same. And the reward, the
feeling of belonging and connectedness is the same. But the middle part, the
drinking part, has been changed to one of fellowship. Belonging. Community.

What does this have to do with writing?

Well, we can form lasting writing habits by creating a consistent cue and powerful
reward. If every time you wrote for twenty-five minutes you gave yourself the
reward of playing your favorite first-person zombie shooter game, then eventually
you would begin to “crave” the reward that writing brings.

And your brain would start to figure out: “Oh, we write. Then we kill blood-
sucking zombies. Guess this is a habit loop I want to remember.”

Now your reward will depend on what you find stimulating. Maybe it’s having a
cup of your favorite coffee. Or playing WordWise on your iPad for 10 minutes. Or
watching your favorite stupid reality TV show about a trio of no-talent sisters who
live in Calabasas.

I wrote an entire screenplay, one hour a night, by giving myself the reward of
watching an episode of Rockford Files each time I finished a writing session. (I
have a weakness for 70s procedural dramas. Sue me.)

But try a couple rewards out and find one that works for you — one hopefully that
doesn’t bankrupt you or cause you to gain 60 pounds — and you’ll be shocked
how “motivated” you suddenly become to get your writing done.

Writing Addiction Step #2: Create a Writing Cue (Even If It
Makes You Look Crazy)

Here’s where the whole “cue/routine/reward” stuff gets super ninja. By pairing
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Here’s where the whole “cue/routine/reward” stuff gets super ninja. By pairing

your writing reward with a simple, but consistent cue, you’ll rewire your brain to
sub-consciously “crave” writing when the trigger occurs.

Now, what this “trigger” or “cue” consists of will be up to you. I like to play the
Main Theme to the “Lawrence of Arabia” soundtrack (to get me in the mood) and
then touch each of five writing totems I have on my desk for good luck. (But I’m
OCD like that.)

You may want to do something like:

● Make a cup of coffee in your special “writer’s mug”

● Put on your favorite “writer’s hat” (Even if it smells and your family wants
it burned)

● Read a line of dialogue or paragraph from your favorite author

● Listen to your masterfully-crafted “Writer Jam” mix tape

● Close your eyes and do some of the inner critic-destroyin’ visualizations we
went over in Chapter 2

● Watch a slide show filled with images that evoke the mood of your writing
project

● Perform an intricate 2-hour “Writing Dance” that attracts the muses (if you
have the free time)

Have fun with these. Make them as elaborate or strange as you want. Don’t worry,
there’s no one watching. (And if there is, then having a pre-writing ritual will scare
them off. Win-win.)

Writing Addiction Step #3: Remove Barriers to Entry

Doing this step alone may improve your writing productivity by 50%. I know it
did for me. But it works best when paired with a strong cue/routine/reward system
already in place.

But once ya got your cue/routine/reward thing-y dialed in, you want to make it as
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But once ya got your cue/routine/reward thing-y dialed in, you want to make it as

“easy” as possible to transition from everyday, real-life mode to full-on creative
writer mode. 

And that includes doing things like:

● Carrying a notebook or portable writing device with you (wherever you go)

● Keeping your writing desk free of clutter 

● Having your research/writing materials within reach

● Ensuring your writing documents are synced across many devices (I love
using Dropbox for this)

● Removing any extraneous web browser tabs or open documents from your
writing device of choice

● Knowing what you (roughly) plan to write on a specific day

And it’s that last one I think is most important. I can tell you, from personal
experience, that having a “faint” idea (and I do mean “faint”) of what I plan to
write on a given day — and removing any physical obstacles to getting started —
has made a huge difference in me rewiring my brain to actually “look forward” to
writing. (Something I never thought possible.)

Note: Don’t worry if you don’t know “what” to write just yet. In the next chapter
we’re gonna go over how to chunk-down that big writing project of yours into
something much more manageable.

Writing Addiction Step #4: Keep Score

This technique is so powerful (and stupidly simple) I’m almost embarrassed to
show you it. But having it used it myself for nearly a decade, and having taught it
to thousands of students over the years, I can tell you it’s the most ninja writer’s
block killin’ thing in this entire book.

And it’s a strategy ripped off from that esteemed productivity expert, Jerry
Seinfeld. (Yeah, that Jerry Seinfeld.)

http://dropbox.com
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See, Jerry was an up-and-coming comic back in the 80s. But he had a tough time,
as many creative types do, disciplining himself to write every single day.

So to keep track of his progress, Jerry set up a large white board in his office that
had a square for each day of the month. And if he wrote 10 jokes for that day he
got to put an ‘x’ in the square.

Simple, right?

Except after a while he kept filling in those x’s. And pretty soon the motivation to
NOT break the chain of x’s became stronger than the inertia of not wanting to
write at all. (A technique he still uses today.)

Because the feeling of “keeping score,” of making tangible progress became its
own form of writing reward. (More powerful than intangible results such as
“getting funnier.”) 

And if you haven’t tried this. It’s staggeringly effective.

First of all, it connects with that part of ourselves that loves to check off items on a
to-do list. (“Hell Yeah! I’m a writer. There’s an ‘x’ in the box!”)

Secondly, it’s visual. That chain of x’s is something you can actually “see.” Pretty
soon you’ll find yourself “craving” the feeling of extending the chain of x’s. (You
might even become more addicted to that then the writing reward we went over
earlier.)

Now you can make your “board” as elaborate or as simple as you want to. You
could decorate it with ponies and put it on the wall. You could create it in a
“Transformers” school notebook. You could draw empty boxes on a post-it note.

What I WOULD recommend is you NOT make it virtual, such as a spreadsheet
document. Make it a tangible, physical entity you look at (and touch) every day. 

But as long as you’re “keeping score” with something you’ll see (and update)
everyday, then you can use almost anything. (Even something as silly as a
“Transformers” notebook.)

Writing Addiction Step #5: Find a Writing Accountability
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Writing Addiction Step #5: Find a Writing Accountability

Buddy

The only thing more powerful than our desire to “play games” and “keep score”
might just be our desire to show our peers how frickin’ awesome we are. (Even the
most isolated and J.D. Salinger-esque hermit writer cares a helluva lot what other
people think.)

So why not use that co-dependent desire for approval from the “tribe” to your
advantage? By finding a writing accountability buddy (or buddies) who’ll help you
stay on track and meet your writing output deadlines.

This could be in the form of: 

● A local writer’s group

● An online forum

● Readers (or fans) of your work

● Friends and colleagues you’d hate to disappoint to not follow through with

● Total strangers (who will be brutally honest if you don’t meet your goals)

The accountability buddies don’t even have to be writers. Just people who you’ll
update on your writing progress — and who can assert some mild (though
powerful) peer pressure on you to follow through on your deadlines.

A great tool for this is the program offered by “stickK.” This motivational resource
allows you to create a goal, set stakes (donating to a political figure who you can’t
stand always works well), get a referee and get started writing. 

It’s amazing how weak writer’s block becomes when faced with giving money to
causes (and people) you hate.

I would not, however, choose family members as your writing accountability
buddy. I’ve tried that and that path can lead to some awkward encounters.
(Especially if they still think this “writing thing of yours” as a passing fad.)

Chapter 5 Action Steps:

http://www.stickk.com/
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● Action Step #1: Create a writing “reward.” Experiment with some kind
of “goodie” you’ll get if you complete your day’s writing goal. (Try not to
make it so self-destructive you end up in rehab.)

● Action Step #2: Create a writing “cue.” Make this as weird as you want.
Wear a funny hat, drink out of your special cup, dance around the room like
you’re at a Dave Matthews concert. Start preparing your mind for the
“writing routine” and it’ll help cement the habit long-term.

● Action Step #3: Remove all barriers-to-entry for writing. Have your
writing desk clear, your research materials handy, and a rough plan of what
you hope to write on that given day.

● Action Step #4: Keep score. Follow the “Jerry Seinfeld” method and create
a day-by-day visual representation of your writing progress. Make it
physical and tangible and keep those x’s going. 

● Action Step #5: Find an accountability buddy. Find somebody who can
keep updated on your progress and will stick your feet to the writing fire.
Writing groups, message boards — even a site like stickK — can all help
you use peer pressure to reach your writing goals. 

http://stickk.com
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Chapter	6:	How	to	Write	Something	Long	(and
Utterly	Terrifying)

“It is good to have an end to journey towards, but it is the journey that matters, in
the end.” 

–Ursula K. Le Guin

I’ve tried to de-construct, in this book, the most common obstacles — both mental
and physical — writer’s block can present the would-be scribbler. (Or at least the
ones that contributed to my nearly six-year bout of “Can’t Write a Damn Thing
Syndrome.”)

But at some point, building a writer’s cave, controlling the inner critic, and
creating a writing habit (that lasts) is all nice and good…but if we want to write
something with some heft to it, such as a:

● Screenplay
● Novel 
● 900-page non-fiction book 
● 900-page non-fiction book on how to write 900-page non-fiction books 

…we’ll need something more substantial than brimming self-confidence and a pair
of noise-canceling headphones.

We’ll need a plan. 

Not as detailed and comprehensive a plan as you might think. Especially if you’re
a screenwriter. (Screenwriters drastically over-estimate how much planning they
need before getting started.)

But having a plan that tells you where you’re going with your writing project —
and a crude idea of how you’ll get there (and how long it might take) — can be an
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and a crude idea of how you’ll get there (and how long it might take) — can be an
invaluable resource to demystifying even the most complex material. (And ensure
crippling writer’s block doesn’t rear its ugly head.)

So, if you’ve had trouble finishing (or even starting) that big writing project of
yours, then let me humbly introduce you to my “4 Keys to Conquering Huge
Writing Projects You’ve Dreamed of Completing (But Never Thought You
Could)”:

Huge Writing Project Key #1: Start With an Idea That
Doesn’t Suck

Entire books & courses have been written about how to find writing ideas. (At the
risk of overt self-promotion — too late? — I created two such works: “How to
Write a Book That Doesn’t Suck (and Will Actually Sell)” and the “Movie Idea
Creator Video Course (for Screenwriters)” that go over this very subject.) 

So, I won’t attempt to summarize in a chapter what is, in fact, a complex and
detailed subject. But let me give you my “Cliffs Notes” version of how to come up
with writing ideas that don’t suck. 

And that is by telling you what writing ideas are NOT. They are NOT: 

● Images
● Memories
● Dreams
● Feelings
● Characters
● Topics or Themes

These are good starting points. Inspirational kick-starters. Quickening agents to
get us emotionally engaged in a possible writing project.

They just ain’t ideas.

I know what the writing books tell ya — and the gurus espouse — and the feel-
good dream journal workbooks promise. (That all you need’s a spark of insight, a
flash of creativity — the image of a train station in the 30s or a character based on
your crazy aunt — and then it’s “off to the races.”)

http://amzn.to/29vMLzV
http://amzn.to/29vMLzV
http://scriptbully.com/movie-idea-creator-101
http://scriptbully.com/movie-idea-creator-101
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But if you’ve had trouble translating those “flashes of creativity” into tangible
results — as most of us have at some point — it’s probably because you didn’t
shape your initial impulse into a coherent idea. 

Because doing THAT is the best way to “audition” those sparks of insight, and see
which one has the endurance to become a full-length work.

When it comes to novels and screenplays, good storytelling comes from one
foundational truth: dilemma. (Tough choices characters make in the face of no
good options.) 

Or expressed another way:

● Your STORY is about a SOMEBODY who MUST do SOMETHING they
don’t want to do — or this other REALLY BAD SOMETHING will happen

“Harry Potter” is NOT a story about a boy who goes to Wizard school. It’s about a
boy who MUST face off against the evil dude who killed his parents (bad) OR his
friends, classmates, and school may perish. (Really bad.)

“Twilight” is not about whiny teenagers. (Even if that’s how it reads.) It’s about a
young girl who MUST choose between breaking things off with the love of her
dreams (bad) OR the possibility of becoming vampire food. (Really bad.)

Notice how these dilemmas cut through things like setting, character, time period,
and style. (That’s the point.) Those elements can change and develop during the
course of writing — and should to fit the dictates of the story. 

But establishing a universal dilemma — even if that core dilemma changes along
the way — will give your project a solid foundation that will carry you all the way
from beginning to end. (Regardless of whether you’re writing about wizards or
emo vampires.)

If you’re writing non-fiction, this dilemma is expressed in terms of why an ideal
reader NEEDS to read your book. (And why their life would be so much worse if
they DIDN’T read your book.)

Or expressed as:

● Your BOOK is about the HUGE BENEFIT (or NEW INSIGHT) your reader
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● Your BOOK is about the HUGE BENEFIT (or NEW INSIGHT) your reader
will get by reading your book…OR if they don’t, this BAD THING will
happen

You aren’t just writing a how-to book about “World War I” or “Facebook
marketing” or “music recording techniques.” (Even if that’s what you think.) 

You’re writing a book that shows readers:

● How to understand the political machination of the “The Great War” (or risk
missing the warning signs of it possibly happening again)

● How to make money in an uncertain business environment, even if they
have zero ad budget (or risk losing their livelihood)

● How to record that song they’ve been strumming on the back porch for 20
years (or risk wondering “what could have been” for the rest of their lives)

Having written more than 24 non-fiction books, I can tell you it’s NOT
information readers respond to. (They can get that from any two-bit blog post on
the Internets.) 

It’s the urgency your book conveys. The new perspective on life. The clarity of
knowing WHY it’s important they take action…right frickin’ now! (Even if the
only action they take is to read the Prologue.)

Huge Writing Project Key #2: Kill Clichés With Research

Once you’ve got an idea that doesn’t suck — expressed in the form of a core
dilemma — it’s time to go a-huntin’ for the settings, textures, characters, ideas —
and most importantly, well-worn clichés — that inform your writing project. 

And that’s exactly what research does: kill clichés and offer possibilities.

But I want to be clear: you NEED to set a specific time period for cliché-killin’
research. (Otherwise you’ll dawdle in “research land” for years, instead of getting
down to the business of writing.)

Depending on the size of the project I like to dedicate 3-6 weeks of dedicated note-
takin’ research to my writing project. (Sometimes I’ll take longer for mongo-sized
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takin’ research to my writing project. (Sometimes I’ll take longer for mongo-sized

projects.) But you NEED to set a hard deadline for when the research ends and the
writing begins.

I’m sure you have your own research methods you’ve acquired along the way, but
here are a couple of my favorite, go-to, cliche-killin’ research methods:

1. Read three books (or scripts) in the genre of your writing project -
There’s no substitution for reading the heavy-hitters in your chosen genre.
(So you can figure out what has — and has not — been covered.) And by
heavy-hitters I mean best-selling books in your category, and screenplays of
financially-successful movies in your genre. You’ll want to pay attention to
any recurring themes that come up again and again. (You’ll also want to
make note of any “tired tropes” you’d best steer clear of.)

2. Collect an “Amazon Review Swipe File” of the top 20 books (and or
films) in your genre - Amazon book reviews are the cheapest focus group
you’ll ever find. Pay particular attention to stuff people love and hate.
(Mediocre, middle-of-the-road reviews tell you nothing.) Your future
readers and audience members will, if you listen, tell you what they want
(and don’t want) from your writing. Bonus: Focus on the language and
jargon used in the reviews. These can be copied directly into any
promotional material you send out in hopes of selling your project.

3. Set up “Google Alerts” for topics related to your writing project - This is
a great, passive way to collect all the blog posts, news articles, latest
columns, and random bits of trivia related to your writing project. If I’m
writing a novel or screenplay, I’ll create numerous “alerts” for: different
characters, location of my story, predominant themes, etc. And if I’m writing
non-fiction, I’ll create “alerts” around the topic(s) I plan for my book to
cover. (Though often in the course of research, I’ll find new topics I never
would have thought of.)

4. Create Pinterest photo collections - I was never much of a “Pinterest guy”
— until I started using it for writing project research. Man, is it awesome!
Not only is it a fun and highly-visual way to gather assets and ideas for your
writing project —  love it for novels and screenplays — but it’s also a great
way to “work” on your writing when your brain is fried and you can’t type
another word. (Added bonus: you can use Pinterest to connect with future
readers and fans to boost the marketability of your writing project.)
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Huge Writing Project Key #3: Figure Out the Least You
Need to Know to Get Started

So, there’s a methodology the Silicon Valley folks use called MVP (or Minimum
Viable Product.) And it means creating a new product that provides the “maximum
amount of customer feedback but requires the least amount of effort to create.”

I’d like to propose you do the same with your writing project.

I know you’ll fight me on this. (Especially if you’re writing a screenplay; you’re
gonna want to spend months tweaking — and re-tweaking — your “beat sheet”
until it’s perfect.)

But I can tell you as somebody who worked in the rigid, hyper-structured, left-
brained film business — both as a screenwriter and screenplay reader —
professional storytellers spend far LESS time outlining their stories than you might
think.

In fact most screenwriters and novelists follow the process Susannah Grant — the
screenwriter of “Erin Brockovich” and “In Her Shoes” — does, which is “have
something big happen every 10 pages.”

And while this doesn’t mean you shouldn’t spend time mapping out your story, it
does mean, if you spend 3-5 weeks of dedicated research, you’ll have MORE than
enough “story” to go around.

The only question will be: “What’s the least I need to know to start writing and get
a shitty, first draft down on paper?”

For non-fiction this usually means coming up with:

● A central question you’ll tackle in each chapter 
● 3-5 sub-topics (or strategies) that help explain and answer that question
● Any resources or notable quotes you’ve come across in your research for

each chapter

And that’s usually it! You’re good to go. (Trust me, you don’t need to spend years
researching that opus of yours. Just get some broad outlines together and get
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researching that opus of yours. Just get some broad outlines together and get

going. The only way to figure out what you REALLY need to say is by saying it,
first.)

For screenplays and novels, it’s a bit less rigid, as there are a myriad of different
story structure paradigms you can use to organize your story. (In fact I’ve cobbled
together a “greatest hits” version of story paradigms in my resource: “Screenplay
Story Structure Cheat Sheet.”)

But let me offer you a possible nine-sequence model you can use to ensure
“something big happens every 10 pages.” (If you’d like a PDF copy of this nine-
sequence model just head over to SelfPubNation.com/storystructure.)

1. Ordinary World, Disrupted - In which you establish the rituals, habits, and
status quo of your main character. (And then disrupt it with an event that
forces them to react.)

2. Big Dilemma Decision - In which your main character makes the big leap
to solve the problem presented by the disruption, and go after a tangible
goal they think will make everything better. (This is where you present that
dilemma that forces your main character out of their “ordinary world.”)

3. The Adventure Begins - Your main character begins their journey, acquires
allies, meets mentors and starts to learn the nature of the strange and exotic
quest they’re on. (This is also where you get to introduce romantic sub-
plots.)

4. “Now It’s Personal!” - Well, your main character’s first attempt to solve the
problem failed. (Mostly because they were using their old mindset to defeat
this new problem.) And the forces against them are more ruthless and
stronger than they imagined. Things here are taken to a more personal and
emotional level.

5. “Time Keeps on Ticking” - New stakes, new obstacles…a new sense of
urgency. Your story should move faster here — both literally and
metaphorically — and this requires new commitments from your main
character. (They are “all in!”)

6. Lower Than Low - A big defeat, usually in front of an audience, forces
your main character to an all-time low point. Worst part, they’re further

http://scriptbullyuniversity.com/cheat-sheet-101
http://scriptbullyuniversity.com/cheat-sheet-101
http://selfpubnation.com/storystructure
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6.
your main character to an all-time low point. Worst part, they’re further

away from the solution to their problem than they were before they started.
(This is also a good point to either have a mentor die, or have a “fake
friend” betray the main character.)

7. Light Out of Darkness - Somewhere in the deep, dark expanse of
horribleness your main character discovers the real solution to solving their
problem. (Bonus points if it’s something you set up earlier in the story.)

8. The Big (Ironic) Showdown - Your main character faces off against the
main source of their problems throughout the story. (Usually the villain or
antagonist.) But things don’t go according to plan — and they end up
sacrificing something (a belief system, an object, a goal) in order to win.
And what do they win, Don Pardo?! Insight into the fact they didn’t need
that thing anyhow!

9. Goin’ Back Home - Your main character returns to the ordinary world.
Brings back the elixir, returns the object to its rightful place. We’ve come
full-circle, back to where it all started. But something is different. Your main
character is different. The ordinary world they’ve returned to is different
too. And so is the reader/audience’s understanding of the world — and the
best way to handle the complex dilemma your story began with.

Trust me: no matter how complex and layered you think your story is, if you
simply nail down the eight or nine big events that HAVE to happen — and make
sure each sequence ends with a new, unresolved question that’s explored in the
next sequence — you’ll have all the “structure” you need to write your project
from start to finish.

Then the only thing you need is to sit down and actually write it. (Which is what
we’ll cover in the next chapter.)

Chapter 6 Action Steps:

● Action Step #1: Start with an idea that doesn’t suck. This is usually in the
form of a dilemma — a character must do something they don’t want to do
(or else this even worse thing will happen). Same works for non-fiction, just
put the dilemma on the reader on why they have to read your book. Use the
“dilemma test” to audition story ideas to see which ones are worth pursuing.
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● Action Step #2: Kill clichés with research. Use tools such as Google
Alerts, Amazon book reviews, bestselling works in your genre, etc. Just
make sure to create a designated time for research. (Ya want to get to
writing as quickly as you can.)

● Action Step #3: Figure out the “least you need to know” to get started.
For non-fiction authors this usually means finding a central question for
each chapter, 3-5 supporting strategies or key points related to the central
question, and then any quotes or research related to that question. For
novelists and screenwriters it means laying out the 7-10 key story points and
then getting started. (To grab a copy of my 9-Sequence Story Point PDF just
head over to SelfPubNation.com/StoryStructure.)

http://selfpubnation.com/storystructure
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Chapter	7:	How	to	Finish	What	You	Start
(Every	Time)

“One day I will find the words and they will be simple.” 

–Jack Kerouac

I wasn’t going to write this chapter. Or better put, I started writing it but couldn’t
quite figure out how to put it all together. 

But then I figured it’s pretty awful when you can’t finish a chapter entitled “How
to Finish What You Start (Every Time).”

The truth is I’m scared to examine the mechanics of day-to-day, in-the-trenches
craft of writing. (Especially when writing something as long as a 250-page novel
or a 110-page screenplay or 100-page business how-to manual.) 

I find the writing process a bit like watching a magician. I know there’s a trick in
there somewhere; I’m just not sure I want to know what it is.

But I’ve tried to emphasize again and again if someone as lazy, distracted,
neurotic, obsessive and lacking self-confidence as me can conquer writer’s block
— and actually make a damn good living with the words I churn out — then you
can too. 

And it’s in that spirit that I share some of the day-to-day, in-the-trenches strategies
I’ve used to help me get past all my writer-ly defects — and write 32 non-fiction
books, seven novels, six screenplays,  five plays, and a horrible book of
pretentious post-modern poetry. (Is “pretentious” and “post-modern” redundant?)

I can’t guarantee all these strategies will work — some might be worth all the
digital self-published paper they’re printed on — but they’re what I continue to
use to trick my brain, reduce my anxiety and become a (shockingly) productive
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use to trick my brain, reduce my anxiety and become a (shockingly) productive
writer day in, day out.

So, with that strained preamble out of the way, let me share with you my 5 Ninja
Hacks for Finishing What You Start (Every Single Time):

Finishing What You Start Hack #1: Break Your Project Into
Manageable (and Schedule-able) Chunks

This might be the most important thing you can do to guarantee you’ll finish that
mongo writing project on your to-do list. (Aside from a steady flow of French
Roast.)

And that is break up your writing project, no matter what it is, into realistic and
attainable chunks that don’t scare the hell out of your amygdala mall security
guard brain.”

Doesn’t matter if you’re writing a 50-page eBook or 600-page cyberpunk novel,
it’s vital you get a “mental handle” on the project and break it down to its smallest
unit of organization. (So you can “see” its completion as something possible.)

Now as somebody who’s tackled many different forms of writing (screenplays,
novels, non-fiction books) let me give you an example of this “chunking down” in
action:

● If you’re writing a screenplay, realize you are NOT writing a 105-110
page script. (The average length of a script.) Instead you’re writing a
screenplay with eight to nine sequences, each 12-13 pages long.  (With a
central question posed and answered in each sequence — over the course of
3-4 scenes, approximately 2-3 pages long.) Write a 2-3 page scene a day and
you’re done in a month. 

● If you’re writing a novel, realize you are NOT writing a 240-page
vampire story. (Average length of a novel.) Instead you’re writing a novel
with eight sequences, each about 30 pages long. (With a central question
posed and answered in each part — over the course of 3-4 chapters, each
approximately 8-10 pages long.) Write a chapter a day and you’ll be done in
a month. (Or write a 1/2 a chapter a day and you’ll be done in two months.)

● If you’re writing a how-to non-fiction eBook, realize you are NOT
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● If you’re writing a how-to non-fiction eBook, realize you are NOT
writing a 25,000 word-opus. (Average length of a non-fiction eBook.)
Instead you’re answering the 10-12 biggest questions your audience has —
with each chapter about 1500-2000 words (the length of a blog post). Write
a chapter a day and you’ll be done in three weeks.

Again these number approximations are just an example; your project may look
entirely different when “chunked down.” It’s not about the “numbers.” It’s about
realizing we don’t write — and readers don’t read — in terms of a “completed”
work. Real writing (and reading) happens at the level of the scene or the chapter. 

When you can visualize your writing at this most basic, stripped-down level, not
only does your mongo writing project feel less overwhelming, but your ability to
connect with readers will drastically improve. (Even when all you’ve got in the
house is decaf.)

Finishing What You Start Hack #2: Reduce Your Daily
Writing Goal by 90% 

This is where the Math gets a bit wonky. (But I am the kid who took Geometry
three times in high school, after all. So what are you gonna do?)

But here’s what you got to know:

● Writing a chapter or a scene a day is totally do-able (even if all you’ve got is
30 spare minutes)

● Your Amygdala brain doesn’t know that

And so what you have to do is take your “expected” writing goal, such as “write a
three-page scene a day” or “write a four-page chapter a day” and reduce it by 90%
—  such as “write three lines of dialogue” or “write a paragraph.”

I know this seems strange. I know this seems like a terminally slow pace and that it
will take you 25 years to finish that writing project collecting dust in your brain. It
won’t — and you’ll write WAY more than your allotted daily amount. (You just
can’t let your amygdala brain know that.)

If your writing goal is too high — I used to have a five-page daily writing goal —
your amygdala will come up with all sorts of important, mission-critical things you
just have to, gotta do right now INSTEAD of write. (Like “dust the water heater”
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just have to, gotta do right now INSTEAD of write. (Like “dust the water heater”

or “alphabetize the DVD collection.”)

And before you know it, one day of “Not writing” will lead into another day of
“not writing.” And you’ll lose all the momentum and joy you had for the project.
(You’ll conclude, quite reasonably, the story just didn’t work and that you need to
find something else to write.)

But if you reduce that daily output by 90%, you’ll not only be more excited and
enthused about getting started — and getting started is the toughest part — but
you’ll look for creative ways to squeeze in these mini-bits of writing. (Maybe in
that five-minute coffee break at work. Or while you’re waiting in the bank teller
line.)

There’s nothing your amygdala likes more than scratching things off its mental to-
do list. So just give it MORE things to scratch off. (And it will reward you with an
unexpected infusion of writer-ly motivation.)

Finishing What You Start Hack #3: Do a Weird Throat-
Clearing Before Each Writing Session

If you’ll remember, in Chapter 4 we went over one of my favorite writer’s block
destroyin’ tools around — a “throat clearing exercise” that helps warm up your
writing muscles and get awkward prose out of your system. 

But let me give you another cool use for those “throat clear-ers.” And that is to
gamify — and fun-ify (yes, I know that’s not a word) — your writing sessions.

Next time you sit down to crank out your “daily pages” — or if you follow my
advice from the previous key, your “daily sentences” — take 1-2 minutes
beforehand riffing on an unorthodox, irreverent question related to that day’s
writing.

For example, you could write on something like:

● What would be the weirdest way for me to start this new chapter?
● How would Steven Spielberg film this scene I’m about to write?
● What should I absolutely not tell readers about this topic?
● Which sentence could I write that would guarantee nobody wanted to read

this book?
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You’re not looking for answers. (You’ll find answers in the act of writing.) 

You’re looking for ways to give your sub-conscious a chance to marinate on the
writing you’re about to do. (But do it in a fun way that doesn’t scare off the
paranoid amygdala brain.)

And by taking a completely strange (and sometimes illogical) approach to the
writing — my old writing teacher used to call it using the “service entrance” —
you might find a unique way to communicate your message. (For me, these wild,
outlandish approaches are the writing my readers love the best.)

Finishing What You Start Hack #4: Write Like You Talk

So, I wish I could take credit for this strategy. Actually, I wish I could take credit
for any of the strategies in this book. (Most of them I’ve cobbled together from
bits and pieces I’ve read, stolen, and misheard.)

But I know the provenance for this nugget without question, and that’s in the book
“If You Can Talk, You Can Write,” by Joel Saltzman. It’s a fabulous guide, and if
you get a chance I highly recommend you pick up a copy. (Especially the audio
version.)

The book’s title pretty much says it all: the more you can write like you can talk,
the better your writing will be. 

Quite often us writer-types will sit down to write and we’ll slink into this “official
writer” voice that we feel like we need to embrace or else the world will know
how monumentally shitty a writer we are. (If you look over your writing and you
notice the passive voice creeping in, chances are “official writer voice” is rearing
its ugly head.)

And while I can’t tell you I’m eternally cured of “official writer voice,” I can say
if I had to name ONE secret to my success as a full-time writer it’s been my
commitment to “write like I talk.”

Because when you “write like you talk:”

● Your writing becomes more authentic

http://amzn.to/290vguf
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● Readers feel they “know you” as an author (I have the stalkers to prove it!)
● You have a helluva lot more fun writing
● You’ll stand out from the rest of the competition

And I think it’s that last one that’s the clincher. I may not be able to churn out
refined prose or heady, erudite ideas or grammatical consistency — something I’m
sure you’ve noticed in this journey we’ve taken — but I do speak (and write) from
the heart. (Not something you can say about a majority of the writing out there.)

So, when you’re in the midst of composition, don’t worry about:

● Grammar
● Coherence
● Appropriateness
● Structured thought
● The “Rules”

Just write like you’re talking to a close friend — or if you’re a hermit living on a
desert island, then that Wilson volleyball you call “pal” — and let your writing not
sound like writing at all.

Finishing What You Start Hack #5: Imagine Having Written

One my favorite Dorothy Parker quotes, and there are many, is: “I hate writing.
But I love having written.”

And it’s a sentiment any writer can sympathize with. Because writing is grunt
work. It’s crawling through mud. It’s painful, hard, frustrating, and agonizing…
and those are on the good days.

And yet, finishing a day’s writing — and finishing a huge project like a book,
novel or screenplay — is the most satisfying and wonderful feeling us writers can
experience. (Aside from when that cute girl at the party ditches her corporate
drone date and talks to you because you’re a “writer.”)

So, why wait? Why not experience that feeling of “finishing” while you’re still in
the midst of writing?

Not only will it boost your dopamine levels and make you a nicer person to be
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Not only will it boost your dopamine levels and make you a nicer person to be

around — something any spouse of a writer will take — but it will give your sub-
conscious the signal that the book or the novel or the screenplay “already exists.” 

Somewhere “out there.”

You just have to type the words.

I know this is gonna sound like a dispatch from the New-Age, self-help side of the
bookstore. (”Every day, in every way, I’m becoming a more kick-ass vampire
Civil-War novelist…”)

But giving your sub-conscious subtle clues that “finishing” is possible, can
sometimes make the difference between giving up on a project (again) and
throwing a party for the publication of your new zombie detective series.

And don’t worry you won’t have to burn any sage or chant any Buddhist koans —
unless you want to. All you gotta do is:

● Before each writing session: Close your eyes and imagine your ideal
writing output is already done. See the word document on your computer
chock-full of words, or see that yellow legal pad full of wonderful, illegible
scribbling.

● Before you go to bed each night: Close your eyes and imagine your big,
mongo project already done. The novel is published. The book is released.
The screenplay is printed out and bound with those infernal brass brads. And
then imagine you’re throwing a party with friends and family, and everyone
is passing around your  opus. And it feels damn good — not just because
you’re done — but because everyone that’s important to you can see you’re
not just a cranky scribbler who complains about the disappearance of the
period. But you’re a writer, dammit!

And you are, you know. (Even if all you’ve written lately is a beautifully-penned
shopping list.)

Chapter 7 Action Steps:

● Action Step #1: Break your project into manageable chunks. If you’re
writing a script, realize you’re writing 9-10 sequences, with 3-4 scenes a
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●
writing a script, realize you’re writing 9-10 sequences, with 3-4 scenes a

piece. If you’re writing a 240-page novel, you’re writing eight sequences,
with 3-4 chapters a piece. If you’re writing non-fiction, you’re writing
chapters that answer a single question. Chunk it down and make it more
realistic for your brain.

● Action Step #2: Reduce your daily writing goal by 90%. Once you’ve
chunked down your writing schedule, then reduce your daily writing
commitment by 90%. I know the Math doesn’t make sense. Don’t worry
you’ll trick your amygdala and still get a majority of your planned writing
done.

● Action Step #3: Do fun, weird throat-clearing exercises before each
session. (Usually involving what you “shouldn’t” write or how some
unrelated writer/artist would handle that day’s work.) This will help you
gamify that day’s writing.

● Action Step #4: Write like you talk. Forget writing anything coherent or
sensible or grammatically correct. Just write like you talk. Your writing will
be more authentic, more engaging, and ultimately more entertaining for you
(the writer). 

● Action Step #5: Imagine having written. Before each writing session,
close your eyes and visualize that day’s work already completed. And to
take it a step further, each evening imagine that big writing project is
already completed. (And your friends and family are throwing you a huge
party to show how awesome you truly are.) Just make sure you send me an
invite, okay?
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Epilogue:	How	to	Make	Sure	to	Never	Write
Another	Word	Again

“There’s no agony like having an untold story inside you.” 

–Zora Neale Hurston

I don’t have anything else for you.

I mean it. I’ve shared every strategy, shortcut and ninja hack I’ve learned — the
hard (and painful) way —  about kicking writer’s block to the curb permanently.
(And can’t think of single, redeeming thing this Epilogue can offer you.)

And yet I did PROMISE, for those masochists out there, the “gory details” of how
I went from an arrogant, uber-confident playwright & screenwriter to a paralyzed
scribbler who didn’t write a word for six years, two months, and five days. 

But who’s counting.

And though I’m not sure how the tale of me acquiring some of the “worst reviews”
in modern British theatre might help you in your writing…

…I don’t deny it can be comforting to know that no matter how much of a flop
you think YOU are as a writer, you can’t possibly have been as spectacular a
failure as I was in the year of 1994.

Because that was the year I took a play I wrote — a far-too personal tale about my
neurotic, deranged family — to the Edinburgh Fringe Festival.

If you’re not familiar with the “Fringe” — it’s a three-week bacchanal of theatre,
music, comedy...moderate debauchery. And more importantly, it’s a place where
professional writing careers can be made overnight. (It’s quite common to sell a
script, acquire an agent, and get staffed on a TV show all in a single three-week
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script, acquire an agent, and get staffed on a TV show all in a single three-week
stretch.)

And that’s what I wanted more than anything else in this world. To carve out my
place in the UK screenwriting annals and NEVER go back to the “States” again.

Because back in America things were falling part. My parents had split up. My
dad, unable to cope, was living on the streets. My mother was scrambling to find
money to pay for food, let alone the next mortgage payment.

And I figured if I could just get an agent, sell a screenplay, secure a staff writing
job — and become a worldwide success in the course of three weeks — then all
these problems would go away. (And if I met a cute, English girl with a
Nottingham accent, all the better.)

And things looked promising at first. We had a sold-out opening night. (With four
critics in attendance!) And the audience “seemed” to laugh in all the right places. 

It was with genuine optimism, that morning after opening night, I bounced down
to the local newsagent and grabbed a copy of “The Scotsman,” “The Guardian”
and “Edinburgh Evening News” to find out HOW wonderful the U.K. theatre critic
intelligentsia thought my work was.

Would they crown me as the “next” Tennessee Williams, a tortured voice of a lost
generation? Or perhaps describe me as a combustible, creative hybrid of Sam
Shepherd and Tony Kushner? (Without the three-page monologues.) 

And which posh, BBC TV writing gig would I land? (Certainly I would have my
pick.)

But as I pored through the pages, scouring for reviews of my play, it become
abundantly clear my play was to be the recipient of the most amazing, wonderful,
fantastic-ly…

…horrible reviews any Fringe play has ever gotten.

I don’t mean mediocre. Or lukewarm. Or simply bad. 

I mean devastatingly awful — worse than “The Last Airbender” — this person
should never write another word — reviews.
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The Scotsman said it was “pretentious” “self-satisfied” and “naff.” 

The Guardian said it was “student theatre at its worst.” 

Yet another periodical, who I will not name, said: “Maybe there WAS an upside to
not winning the American War for Independence. Not having to watch
overwrought drama like this.”

Just so we’re clear: twenty thousand British soldiers died in that war. 

The British Empire lost its most valued asset. But it was all worth it, in this critic’s
point of view, so future generations wouldn’t be subjected to characters and
dialogue I WROTE. (Don’t know if there’s enough Tony Robbins CDs in the
world to handle failure like that.)

And though I spent the next six years planning, preparing, outlining and
developing that next great story idea that would help me enact my revenge and
show the world those critics were wrong and “save” my parent’s marriage and
bring balance to the “Force”…

…I just didn’t get any writing done. 

That’s because the one thing I had wanted to do since I was a fourteen-year-old kid
in the back of the school bus reading Frank Herbert novels — write for a living —
became more painful than watching a “Twilight” movie.

And it probably would have been another six years of non-writing if I hadn’t
chanced into an opportunity to see the legendary sci-fi author, Ray Bradbury, at a
Learning Annex seminar in San Diego.

Despite still recovering from a stroke, Bradbury was funny, inspiring, generous
with his time — even for that annoying French guy in the back who kept asking
Bradbury why he felt compelled to rip off Jules Verne.

But it was his metaphor of the “Writing Medusa” I’ll NEVER forget. Bradbury
said writing is like the “Medusa” from Greek mythology. If you look “it” directly
in the face, if you focus all your energy on finding that “perfect” word or story,
it’ll turn you to stone. 

It’ll make your heart cold, your writing inconsistent, and your love of the written
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It’ll make your heart cold, your writing inconsistent, and your love of the written
word as elusive as a good “Clash of the Titans” movie.

But if you look away from the writing, instead look at life and what’s going on in
your day-to-day, and you let the writing “chase you” — instead of the other way
around — you’ll find you’re not only more productive. (Which is great!) 

But you’ll create material that moves people; that total strangers will pay you for.
And that gives you that “You know what, you’re alright” feeling all us writers
secretly crave. 

And while I don’t think I’ll ever write anything as good as “The Martian
Chronicles” or “The Illustrated Man” — unless I figure out how to live another
257 years — I can tell you the moment I let the writing chase me, and employed
the ninja hacks I’ve shared in this book — I found not only that full-time writing
career I’d always longed for.

But also a subtle feeling that I was “alright.” (And when ya got that, there’s no
amount of writer’s block you can’t take on.)

So, I wish you much luck in you writing travails, and if you have any questions, or
you’d just like to drop me a line to let me know what you thought of this humble
tome, you can ping me at: Michael@selfpubnation.com.

Talk soon, take care and always be publishing.
 

Michael Rogan
Michael@selfpubnation.com
Facebook: http://Facebook.com/SelfPubNation
Twitter: https://Twitter.com/SelfPubNation
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and Will Actually Sell - 
10 Secrets to Self Publishing 

Your Way to a Damn Good Living

Kindle Publishing Made (Stupidly) Easy - 
How to Prepare, Publish & Promote Your Book on Amazon

Lazy Writer’s Guide to Pinterest - 
Book Marketing Made (Stupidly) Easy Vol.1

As a THANK YOU for buying my book,
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